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Bulk LawCoO3 particles with w = 1.1, 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, and 0.7 were synthesized using starting
materials with varying molar ratios of La2O3 and Co3O4. The resulting particles are characterized
as LaCoO3 crystals interfaced with a crystalline Co3O4 phase. X-ray and neutron scattering data
show little effect on the average structure and lattice parameters of the LaCoO3 phase resulting from
the Co3O4 content, but magnetization data indicate that the amount of Co3O4 strongly affects the
ferromagnetic ordering at the interfaces below TC ≈ 89 K. In addition to ferromagnetic long-range
order, LaCoO3 exhibits antiferromagnetic behavior with an unusual temperature dependence. The
magnetization for fields 20 Oe ≤ H ≤ 5 kOe is fit to a combination of a power law ((T − TC)/TC)β
behavior representing the ferromagnetic long-range order and sigmoid-convoluted Curie-Weiss-like
behavior representing the antiferromagnetic behavior. The critical exponent β = 0.63 ± 0.02 is
consistent with 2D (surface) ordering. Increased Co3O4 correlates well to increased ferromagnetism.
The weakening of the antiferromagnetism below T ≈ 40 K is a consequence of the lattice reaching
a critical rhombahedral distortion as T is decreased for core regions far from the Co3O4 interfaces.
We introduce a model that describes the ferromagnetic behavior of the interface regions and the
unusual antiferromagnetism of the core regions.
PACS numbers:
Introduction
LaCoO3 (LCO), a rhombohedrally distorted per-
ovskite, contains several intriguing magnetic features
that have been studied for decades without being ad-
equately explained. Many studies have been done on
epitaxial strain in LCO thin films and on surface strain
in LCO bulk particles. However, systematic studies ex-
amining the effects of impurity phase interface strain in
the bulk particles have been lacking. In order to ex-
plore the effects of strain-induced ferromagnetism in this
system further, we systematically varied the content of
Co3O4 in LCO bulk particles, which allowed us to form
a suitable model of the magnetic and structural behavior
throughout the particles.
In LCO, a magnetic susceptibility maximum in large
fields near T = 40 K has been attributed to a local
thermal spin state transition associated with the Co3+
octahedrally-coordinated ion [1–3]. In the CoO6 octahe-
dra, the Co 3d and the O 2p orbitals hybridize to form
lower energy t2g and higher energy eg orbitals. Within
this localized spin excitation model, there has been a
long-standing debate as to whether the electrons in these
orbitals - presumed to be paired in a S = 0, low-spin (LS)
configuration - excite into either a S = 1, intermediate-
spin (IS), a S = 2 high-spin (HS) configuration, or a
mixture of the two [4–9]. In the LS configuration (t62ge
0
g),
all of the Co3+ electrons are paired together in the lowest
energy orbitals. In the HS configuration (t42ge
2
g), reduc-
tion of the crystal field splitting between the t2g and eg
energy levels combined with the intra-atomic Hund inter-
action results in spins able to transition into the higher
energy eg levels. In the IS configuration (t
5
2ge
1
g), the split-
ting is such that only one electron is in the eg state; this
would lead to a doubly degenerate ground state resulting
in a Jahn-Teller (JT) distortion of two of the Co-O bond
lengths in the CoO6 octahedron [1].
More recently, the interpretation of the magnetism in
the context of local spin state excitations has been called
into question. Pair-distribution function (PDF) and Ex-
tended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) stud-
ies showed no significant variation in the Co-O bond
length, precluding a direct application of the Korotin
model. [10, 11]. Furthermore, band structure calcula-
tions suggest that the eg states extend over a large en-
ergy range (10 eV), which argues for the importance
of the extended nature of the electron states [12, 13].
We find that the average magnetic moment of LaCoO3
varies with temperature in a way more readily interpreted
within an extended electron state picture emerging from
band structure calculations [13] than one where the tran-
sitions are between spin states of localized Co ions. An
extended, collective state model better describes the un-
usual temperature dependence of antiferromagnetic fea-
tures that correlate well with structural changes near
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2T = 40 K and the weak ferromagnetic (FM) long-range
order observed for T < 89 K.
The effects of lattice structure and strains on the fer-
romagnetism of LCO have been considered in previous
works. In a study using dynamical mean-field theory in
a local density approximation, Krapek et al found that
a magnetic state is favored by lattice expansion and that
the latter acts as positive feedback for the appearance
of local moments [14]. Seo et al argued that strained
LCO heterostructures can induce thermal spin state tran-
sitions [15]. By depositing LCO thin films onto different
substrates, Fuchs et al successfully tuned the ferromag-
netic ordering of LCO; [16] an increase in epitaxial strain
between the substrate and film was observed to corre-
late with an increase in the effective magnetic moment
µB/Co. A previous study suggested that ferromagnetic
effects are induced by strain from Co-impurities in bulk
powders of LCO [17] and that the Co-O-Co bond angle,
γ, is a structural indicator of the strength of ferromag-
netic ordering. Other groups, however, have singled out
changes in the Co-O bond length [14, 18], the amount of
rhombohedral distortion [13], or the unit cell volume [19]
as direct mechanisms for ferromagnetic ordering.
Recently, a spintronic device was constructed by ex-
ploiting the strain-induced ferromagnetic long-range or-
der in a thin film of LCO. The piezoelectric properties
of a thin SrTiO3 film allowed voltage switching of the
ferromagnetism of the LCO layer [20]. Developing a fun-
damental understanding of the strain-dependent ferro-
magnetism of LCO and similar perovskite structures is a
crucial step in identifying other perovskites suitable for
such spintronic devices and, in particular, will guide the
design of devices with ferromagnetic materials that can
be switched at more practical temperatures. More com-
prehensive models must address the collective behaviors
associated with the strain-switched ferromagnetism.
In order to examine the effects of strain on bulk LCO,
we varied the amount of Co3O4 phase in the bulk par-
ticles by varying the starting materials used in the syn-
thesis. The resulting powder samples are LawCoO3, with
w = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0 and 1.1. The nonstochiometry is
not expressed uniformly across the samples. Instead, as
will be discussed, in addition to large crystalline regions
of LCO, well-formed crystals of Co oxide-based impurity
phases form. This suggests, to a good approximation,
that particles consist of regions of LaCoO3 interfacing
with crystalline impurity phases, predominately that of
Co3O4. The structure and magnetic properties of the
particles were characterized using x-ray diffraction, neu-
tron diffraction, and magnetometry. In this report, we
review the sample synthesis and discuss the sample stoi-
chiometry. We then present structural results from x-ray
and neutron diffraction. Next, we discuss results from
SQUID magnetometry. Finally, we discuss a model of
the structural and magnetic behaviors in terms of two
types of regions, interface regions near interfaces between
FIG. 1: X-ray diffraction spectra for all samples at room tem-
perature. Co3O4 structural peak positions are marked by an
oval. The spectra are vertically offset for clarity.
LCO and impurity phases and at LCO surfaces and core
regions far from such interfaces.
Synthesis
The samples were synthesized using a standard solid
state reaction. The bulk Co3O4 and La2O3 were ground
together using a mortar and pestle and then heated to
850◦C - 1050◦C for approximately 8 hours in air. The
grinding and heating processes were repeated five times,
with a final 24 hour heating at 1100◦C in most cases. X-
ray powder diffraction characterizations before and after
that heating showed no differences for the final 24 hour
heating; it was not applied to the w = 0.9 sample used
for x-ray diffraction analysis and magnetometry.
X-Ray and Neutron Diffraction
X-ray scattering data were taken using a Rigaku
SmartLab powder diffractometer equipped with a copper
x-ray tube (λ (Cu Kα) = 1.54056 A˚, tube energy 44 mA /
40 kV). The samples were analyzed with a scan rate of 3.0
◦/min with a step size of 0.02 ◦. Neutron diffraction data
were taken at Oak Ridge National Laboratory High Flux
Isotope Reactor with the US/Japan wide-angle neutron
diffractometer (WAND), with λ = 1.48A˚. Refinements
for the x-ray data were done using the PDXL software
package [21] and the ICSD database, and those for the
neutron data were done using the FullProf program [22].
The x-ray diffraction spectra for all samples at room
temperature are shown in Fig. 1. The neutron diffrac-
tion spectra at T = 30 K for w = 0.7, 0.8, 1.0, and 1.1
and 10 K for w = 0.9 are shown in Fig. 2. Both x-ray
and neutron powder diffraction confirm that the samples
are predominantly LaCoO3, with small amounts of crys-
talline Co3O4 phase. In most cases, the Co3O4 phase
3FIG. 2: Neutron diffraction spectra at wavelength λ = 1.48A˚
for w = 0.7, 0.8, 1.0, and 1.1 and T = 30 K and for w = 0.9
at 10 K. The Co3O4 structural peaks are marked with an
oval, the Co3O4 magnetic peak is marked with an empty box,
and the CoO magnetic peak is marked with a filled box. The
spectra are vertically offset for clarity.
FIG. 3: LaCoO3 (1 2 5) (left) and Co3O4 (4 4 0) (right) Bragg
peaks at room temperature for all samples. The relative peak
heights were used, along with the concentrations of Co3O4 in
the other samples, to estimate the amount of Co3O4 in the
w = 1.1 sample.
was included in refinements. Co3O4 Bragg peak intensi-
ties in the w = 1.1 sample were too small to include in
either the x-ray or neutron refinements. This was also the
case for the w = 1.0 x-ray data. Table I shows the weight
percentage of Co3O4 in the samples as determined by the
x-ray and neutron diffraction refinements where possible.
Figure 3 shows the relative intensities of the LaCoO3 (1
2 5) and Co3O4 (4 4 0) Bragg peaks, which were used
to estimate the amount of Co3O4 in the w = 1.1 sample
shown in Table I.
A magnetic Bragg peak corresponding to a CoO im-
purity phase is observed in neutron scattering scans for
all samples below room temperature. This is to be ex-
pected, because Co3O4 can convert to CoO at temper-
atures above 900◦C and the antiferromagnetic ordering
TABLE I: Calculated weight percentage of Co3O4 in each
sample at room temperature determined using x-ray and neu-
tron scattering data. The value for w = 1.1 is estimated using
the relative intensities of peaks shown in Fig. 3.
w %Co3O4 (neutron) %Co3O4(x− ray)
0.7 17.1(0.5) 20.3(1.2)
0.8 11.7(0.4) 11.8(0.8)
0.9 9.3(0.3) 7.4(0.8)
1.0 4.5(0.4) —
1.1 2.4(0.4) —
temperature of the latter is near 290 K [23]. The inten-
sity of the CoO magnetic Bragg peak at 2θ = 17.2◦ is ex-
pected to be significantly larger than the CoO structural
ones. Because structural peaks corresponding to CoO
were not distinguishable in any of the scans, the CoO
phase were not included in the structural refinements.
The formation of LaCoO3 from La2O3 and Co3O4 re-
quires oxygen supplied by the ambient atmosphere. For
example, the most straightforward reaction would be
La2O3 +
2
3
Co3O4 +
1
6
O2 (1)
→ 2LaCoO3. (2)
However, the presence of Co impurity phases seen in our
w = 1.0 sample and in previous works on LaCoO3 [17, 24]
indicates that Eq. 1 does not fully describe reactions that
are taking place. Likewise, the end products of other w
samples do not strictly follow straightforward modifica-
tions of Eq. 1. Equation 1 significantly oversimplifies
particle formation using the standard synthesis method
described above.
As examples, two possibilities for the formation of a
sample with a 10% deficiency of La2O3 might be envi-
sioned. The first,
9
10
La2O3 +
2
3
Co3O4 +
19
60
O2 (3)
→ 2La0.9CoO3, (4)
would result in a LaCoO3 perovskite structure with La
atoms missing from a significant number of sites. These
vacant sites would be distributed randomly throughout
the lattice, a scenario discussed by Androulakis et al.
[25], and might be accompanied by localized structural
distortions. The second possibility is the incomplete re-
action of Co3O4 with La2O3 in which the LaCoO3 phase
forms, but crystalline Co3O4 remains in the sample,
9
10
La2O3 +
2
3
Co3O4 +
3
20
O2 (5)
→ 9
5
LaCoO3 +
1
15
Co3O4. (6)
4FIG. 4: Lattice parameters a (panel a), c (panel b), the Co-
O-Co angle γ (panel c), and δy (panel d) for all samples as
determined by neutron diffraction over a temperature range of
4 K to 300 K. Fits to power-law behavior for T ≥ T0 (Eq. 13)
and to linear behavior for T ≤ T0 (Eq. 12) are shown for all
samples in (a) and for the w = 1.0 sample in (b),(c), and
(d). [17]
The two scenarios require different amounts of oxygen
absorbed from the ambient atmosphere, with the second
process requiring significantly less. If absorption of oxy-
gen is a limiting factor, the second would be favored over
the first.
The observation of minor amounts of crystalline Co3O4
in our La0.9CoO3 sample indicates that the second sce-
nario described in Eq. 5 might be the better description
of the synthesis process for our particles. LaCoO3 and
La1−xSrxCo3 powders are often synthesized [25–32] in
an air atmosphere and are often described as being sin-
gle phase as determined by x-ray diffraction. When the
x-ray diffraction spectra are not shown, it is difficult to
assess whether impurity phases are present. In a work
where the spectra were provided, Ben Amor et al. [7],
it was reported that varying the La:Co ratio resulted
in essentially single phase LSCO with a small amount
of CoO. However, the x-ray diffraction spectra exhibit
small Bragg peaks corresponding to Co3O4. As we have
shown, minute Bragg peaks could represent magnetically
significant amounts of crystalline Co3O4. We will soon
show that even small amounts of this phase can signifi-
cantly affect the ferromagnetic behavior.
Our LaCoO3 sample contains a small (≈ 4.5%) amount
of Co3O4 phase, which is consistent with insufficient oxy-
gen absorption levels to allow complete conversion of the
starting materials. An example of a reaction utilizing too
little oxygen is
La2O3 +
2
3
Co3O4 +
3
20
O2 (7)
→ 9
5
LaCoO3 +
1
15
Co3O4 +
1
10
La2O3. (8)
This process would result in a sample with 3.4% Co3O4
by weight. It must also contain La2O3. However, no
La2O3 Bragg peaks were observed using either x-ray or
neutron diffraction. It is possible that very small (≤ 10
nm) nanoparticles of La2O3 form, which would result in
broad, low intensity peaks difficult to see in the diffrac-
tion spectra. The La2O3 might also be amorphous.
We examined the effects of an excess La2O3 phase in
the starting materials by synthesizing a sample with w =
1.1, i.e. 10% excess La. One possible reaction could be
11
10
La2O3 +
2
3
Co3O4 +
1
6
O2 (9)
→ 2LaCoO3 + 1
10
La2O3. (10)
However, although small amounts of Co3O4 and CoO
phases are indicated by the Bragg peaks observed in the
w = 1.1 powder, as in the other samples no crystalline
La2O3 phase is observed. This indicates that the actual
growth process is likely not homogeneous, as Eq. 9 would
imply. Inhomogeneous growth processes might produce
5TABLE II: Fit parameters for fits to the LawCoO3 lattice parameters shown in Fig. 4. Fits to a were done for all samples,
while the fits to c, γ, and δy are shown for w = 1.0 from a previous work. [17] Fits to a were done using the equations
a(T ) = a0 + Ka(T − T0)σ (T ≥ T0) and a(T ) = a(0) + αaT (T ≤ T0), and similar equations were used for c, γ, and δy. The
parameters Kx and αx are in units of 10
−4 ([x]/K) and 10−6 ([x]/K), respectively, where x is the relevant lattive parameter
and [x] are the relevant units.
w Ka T0 (K) σ a0(A˚) a(0) (A˚) αa
a 1.1 2.30(1) 34(3) 0.85(2) 5.4135(1) 5.4129(1) 18.4(1)
1.0 2.08(1) 37(2) 0.83(2) 5.3960(1) 5.3956(1) 9.59(1)
0.9 2.15(1) 35(3) 0.83(2) 5.4047(1) 5.4044(1) 7.97(1)
0.8 2.80(1) 34(3) 0.80(2) 5.4185(1) 5.4180(1) 13.3(1)
0.7 2.37(1) 32(3) 0.84(2) 5.4050(1) 5.4050(1) 0.00(1)
w Kc T0 (K) σ c0(A˚) c(0) (A˚) αc
c 1.0 7.02(1) 37(2) 0.91(2) 12.9206(1) 12.92(1) 33.7(1)
w Kγ T0 (K) σ γ0(A˚) γ(0) (A˚) αγ
γ 1.0 66.1(1) 37(2) 0.84(1) 162.835(1) 162.84(1) 200(1)
w Kδy T0 (K) σ δy0(A˚) δy(0) (A˚) αδy
δy 1.0 -0.1558(1) 37(2) 0.88(1) 0.05291(2) 0.05294(2) 0.629(1)
local regions with conditions favoring the formation of
Co3O4.
Figure 4 shows the rhombohedral lattice parameters a
(panel a) and c (panel b) as determined from neutron
diffraction refinements, as well as the Co-O-Co angle γ
(panel c) and δy (panel d). For the w = 1.0 powder,
neutron scattering data were obtained for more temper-
atures and with longer counting times. As a result, there
are improved statistics for data obtained with this sam-
ple relative to the other powders. The LaCoO3 struc-
ture is a rhombohedrally distorted perovskite (R3c struc-
ture), where the Co3+ cations are octahedrally coordi-
nated with the O2− anions. In a cubic system, the Co-
O-Co angle γ is 180◦. However, in LaCoO3, the oxy-
gen octahedra are twisted in order to accommodate the
rhombohedral distortion, and γ is closer to 163◦. [33] The
parameter δy is a measure of the oxygen anion’s devia-
tion from the straight line connecting two neighboring
Co cations, thereby quantifying the amount of distortion
from cubic. [17, 34, 35] Mathematically,
δy =
d
a
cos(γ/2) , (11)
where d is the Co-O bond length and a is the rhombohe-
dral lattice parameter. [13] In these data, the a and c lat-
tice parameters, γ, and δy all show similar temperature
dependencies. Since d varies by less than 0.5 % over the
entire range 5 < T < 300 K, γ and δy are nearly propor-
tional and essentially equivalent when characterizing the
rhombohedral distortion and associated magnetic behav-
ior. Both parameters have been used previously [13, 17]
so we include both in our discussions.
Interestingly, the lattice parameters do not vary mono-
tonically with the amount of Co3O4 phase. The w = 1.0
behavior represents the smallest values in the average lat-
tice parameters a, c, and γ, and the largest value of δy
for all T . Aside from the vertical shift of data in Fig. 4,
Co3O4 does not greatly affect the shape of the lattice
parameters vs T .
Fits to the a lattice parameter are shown for all sam-
ples in Fig. 4(a). The fits to the w = 1.0 data were
reported previously [17] and are shown here for the c,
γ, and δy lattice parameters as well (Fig. 4(b), (c), and
(d)). In the previous work, it was shown that power law
behavior describes the behavior of the parameters above
T0 = 37(2) K, while a linear, nearly constant, behavior
describes the parameters below T0. The lattice parame-
ter a(T ) is thus well modeled by
a(T ) = a(0) + αaT (T < T0) (12)
and
a(T ) = a0 +Ka(T − T0)σ (T > T0). (13)
The quantity a0 is the value of a at T0, while αa and Ka
(units of A˚/K) are tunable coefficients. Similar equations
were used to fit the c, γ, and δy lattice parameters for
w = 1.0. Fitted parameters for Fig. 4 (a) through (d)
are all given in Table II. For w = 1.0, the fits done using
Eq. 13 were found to be significantly better than fits done
based on the Gruneisen formulation using the Einstein
model for specific heat. [9, 17, 36] Unlike the Gruneisen
fits, the power law fits are able to account for the sharp
increase in slope near T0 and the negative curvature for
50 ≤ T ≤ 300 K. Similar qualitative behavior can be seen
in the w 6= 1.0 samples; they are also well fit by the power
law. Although Radaelli et al fit their lattice parameters
in the context of thermal excitations, it is difficult to
6FIG. 5: ZFC and FC data for M/H vs T with H = 20 Oe for
w = 1.1 (A), 1.0 (B), 0.8 (C), and 0.7 (D).
assess those fits in the range we are examining because of
the sparse temperature sampling. [33] In addition, the fits
described are in the context of a Jahn-Teller distortion;
as was previously discussed, a significant such effect has
not been found in these materials.
The power law fits we propose imply a phase transi-
tion at T0 that is expressed in the lattice parameter a
for all w. As can be seen for the w = 1.0 sample, the
same T0 has been used successfully for all of the lattice
parameters. [17] The exponent σ gave the best fit for the
range 0.80 ≤ σ ≤ 0.85 across the samples. During the
fitting procedure, a range of 32 ≤ T0 ≤ 37 K was found
to give the best fit, with all samples w 6= 1.0 exhibiting
a lower value than that for w = 1.0. However, as the
temperature sampling was only done every 10 K, further
experiments would be required to determine T0 more ac-
curately for w 6= 1.0. Nonetheless, the behavior of the
other samples appears similar to that of w = 1.0, but
with small vertical offsets.
Magnetometry
The field-cooled (FC) and zero-field-cooled (ZFC)
magnetizations were measured in applied fields 20 < H <
5000 Oe for 10 ≤ T ≤ 110 K using Quantum Design
FIG. 6: ZFC and FC data for M/H vs T with H = 5000 Oe
for w = 1.1 (A), 1.0 (B), 0.8 (C), and 0.7 (D).
SQUID magnetometers. M/H vs T is shown for w = 1.1,
1.0, 0.8, and 0.7 in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for H = 20 and
5000 Oe, respectively. For H = 20 Oe, a sudden increase
in magnetization indicating ferromagnetic ordering is ev-
ident upon FC. The critical temperature for this ordering
is TC = 88.5± 0.5 K for w = 1.1 and TC = 89.5± 0.5 K
for w = 1.0, 0.8, and 0.7. The ZFC magnetization re-
mains small compared to FC below TC and likely in-
dicates metastable domain structure which is frozen in
as the sampled is cooled. These ZFC domains are not
eliminated until T approaches TC . A slight difference
between FC and ZFC data is observed for temperatures
TC < T < 92 K, which reflects rounding of the transition.
This could result from inhomogeneities in the system and
from the applied field limiting the approach to the zero-
field ferromagnetic critical point.
For H = 5000 Oe, the difference between FC and ZFC
is smaller than for 20 Oe and increases with the amount
of Co3O4. Ferromagnetic long-range ordering is not ap-
parent at this field. One prominent feature of M/H vs
T is a ZFC minimum in M/H vs T near T = 20 K
that becomes more subdued as the Co3O4 concentration
increases. The tendency towards a minimum is weaker
for FC, particularly for the w = 0.7 and 0.8 powders.
For other values of H between 20 and 5000 Oe, the be-
haviors appear intermediate, as expected. The size of the
7FIG. 7: M/H vs T upon FC for LawCoO3 with w = 1.1, 1.9,
0.8 and 0.7 in applied fields 20 < H < 5000 Oe.
net moment attributed to ferromagnetic ordering and the
difference between the FC and ZFC magnetizations both
increase with the Co3O4 concentrations, indicating that
they are a direct consequence of this impurity phase.
Figures 7 and 8 show FC data for M/H vs T and H/M
vs T , respectively, for six different applied fields (H =
20, 100, 200, 500, 2000, and 5000 Oe). Well above TC ,
the behavior appears approximately linear, indicating a
paramagnetic Curie-Weiss contribution for all samples.
For w = 1.0, the best fit to the Curie-Weiss behavior for
the range 170 < T < 300 K,
H/M =
T + θCW
C
, (14)
was done elsewhere [17] and yielded values C = 1.49 ±
0.02 emu·K/mol and θCW = 182± 4 K. The Curie-Weiss
expression gives H/M = 122 ± 4 Oe·mol/emu at T = 0.
Normally, one would not expect to be able to extrapo-
late to T = 0, because a transition to antiferromagnetic
long-range order is expected at a temperature on the or-
der of θCW , and correlated behavior is expected to occur
well above that. If the behavior followed the straight
line indicated by Curie-Weiss, the implication would be
FIG. 8: H/M vs T upon FC for LawCoO3 with w = 1.1, 1.9,
0.8 and 0.7 in applied fields 20 < H < 5000 Oe. The straight
line in panel B is the Curie-Weiss fit [17] for 150 < T < 300 K.
that correlations remain short-ranged. Indeed, the broad
peak in H/M near 30 K for all samples at H = 2 and 5
kOe indicates significant antiferromagnetic correlations,
although the peak is much too broad to indicate an an-
tiferromagnetic transition for T > 5K.
The data shown in Figs. 7 and 8 indicate that there are
both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic correlations in
this system. Whereas ferromagnetic long-range order is
apparent near TC at low fields, at high fields the system
exhibits paramagnetic behavior with antiferromagnetic
correlations. A fit of the FC data combining one type
of paramagnetic behavior and a transition to long-range
ferromagnetic order for smaller fields proved inadequate.
In particular, the broad peak for high fields in H/M vs
T , where the contribution from ferromagnetic long-range
order is very small, is not well characterized by a single
paramagnetic-like function. Instead, for w = 1.1, 1.0, 0.8
and 0.7, we were able to fit the FC data to the function
8M(T )
H
=
(
d+
Ea
T + ta
)
S(T ) +
(
Eb
T + tb
)
+Mn
(
Tc − T
Tc
)β
(S(T ) + L(1− S(T ))),
(15)
for T ≤ TC and
M(T )
H
=
(
d+
Ea
T + ta
)
S(T ) +
(
Eb
T + tb
)
(16)
for T ≥ TC . The first and third terms of Eq. 15, along
with the first term of Eq. 16, are modified by a sigmoid.
The sigmoid is characterized by an inflection point at a
temperature TS and an inverse width W ,
S(T ) =
1
1 + exp(W (TS − T )) . (17)
Equation 15 consists of three contributions to the mag-
netization. The first two terms represent paramagnetic
behaviors parameterized by Curie-Weiss-like expressions,
while the power law behavior in the third term repre-
sents ferromagnetic long-range ordering below the tran-
sition temperature TC . The sigmoid function modifies
the first term, Ea/(T + ta), and characterizes a reduc-
tion of the high temperature paramagnetism over a tem-
perature range parameterized by W and centered at a
temperature TS . The second term, Eb/(T + tb), repre-
sents the low T paramagnetic behavior that exists even
when the high temperature paramagnetic behavior has
disappeared. These functions work well over the temper-
ature range T ≤ TC . However, Ea and ta differ from
the paramagnetic behavior for T > 170 K because sig-
nificant antiferromagnetic correlations have built up for
T < 110 K. Similarly, Eb and tb should not be interpreted
in the usual way for Curie-Weiss behavior because the
correlations are not necessarily negligible over this region
of the fit. The expression should be considered a conve-
nient approximation for fitting the data. The quantity
Mn is a field dependent coefficient for the ferromagnetic
behavior, where n indicates the field in Oe. β is the
power-law exponent. The parameter L allows for a slight
variation of the power law magnitude as the decreasing
temperature approaches TS and improved fits for w = 1.0
and 1.1.
The fits of the FC data to Eq. 15 and 16 are shown
in Fig. 7 and 8. The parameters obtained are given in
Table III. Although the fitted curve at each field involves
a large number of parameters, it should be noted that
the only parameter that is allowed to vary with field is
Mn. Hence, the fits are well constrained by the data at
the several fields used. The ferromagnetic order is most
evident for H = 20 Oe in the M/H vs T behavior shown
in Fig. 7. For H/M vs T, shown in Fig. 8, the high field
TABLE III: Fit parameters for samples w = 1.1, 1.0, 0.8, and
0.7 using Eq. 15, 16 and 17 with fixed value β = 0.63. The
subscript n in Mn refers to the applied field in Oe. Error
estimates are indicated in the w = 1.0 column and are similar
for the other powders except where indicated.
Units w=1.1 w=1.0 w=0.8 w=0.7
TC (K) 88.5 89.5(5) 89.5 89.5
W (1/K) 0.11 0.09(1) 0.09 0.09
TS (K) 47(2) 49(2) 45(3) 40(3)
ta (K) 180 180 180 180
tb (K) 6.5 11.5(5) 40 35(5)
Ea (
emu·K
mol·Oe ) -0.82 0.60(2) 0.86 0.85
Eb (
emu·K
mol·Oe ) 0.054 0.094(1) 0.29 0.28(1)
L – 1.25 1.2(2) 1 1
d ( emu
mol·Oe ) 0.0071 0.0019(2) 0.00 0.0
M20 (
emu
mol·Oe ) 0.048 0.106(3) 0.337 0.503
M100 ” 0.187 - - -
M200 ” 0.0112 0.022(2) 0.068 0.098
M500 ” 0.0048 0.0092(3) 0.029 0.043
M2000 ” 0.0009 0.0018(2) 0.0055 0.0095
M5000 ” 0.0000 0.0000(1) 0.0005 0.002
FIG. 9: The fitted value of M20 (see Table III) vs the weight
percentage of Co3O4 for w = 0.7, 0.8, 1.0, and 1.1 (see Ta-
ble I). Weight percentages are taken from the neutron scat-
tering only. The data are well fit with a straight line.
behavior is most obvious and the ferromagnetic order is
difficult to discern. A good fit for each sample requires
that the fits for every H be of high quality; this is not
necessarily a simple task, as the behavior of M/H is no-
tably different at high and low fields. Data very close
to TC are extremely difficult to fit given the rounding of
the transition, which can be seen in Fig. 7. The para-
magnetism is not directly affected by the ferromagnetic
long-range order, as is evident from the additive nature
of the two behaviors.
The magnitude of the power law characterizing the fer-
romagnetic long-range order increases with the concen-
tration of Co3O4. Figure 9 shows the parameter M20,
which describes the magnitude of the order parameter for
H = 20 Oe, vs the concentration of Co3O4, determined
from neutron scattering and listed in Table I. The results
are consistent with a linear proportionality, as shown in
Fig. 9. This behavior indicates that the ferromagnetic
9FIG. 10: M vs H for w = 1.1, 1.0, 0.8 and 0.7 at T = 90 K
in an applied field −5 < H < 5 kOe. Inset shows the small
amount of hysteresis for near H = 0.
long-range order is associated with the Co3O4 particles.
If the Co3O4 particles are of similar size and shape in each
of the samples, the proportionality is consistent with the
amount of Co3O4/LaCoO3 interface area. The increase
in the ferromagnetic moment at TC cannot be associ-
ated with the Co3O4 particles ordering magnetically, as
their antiferromagnetic ordering temperature is between
25 and 40 K. [23]
Further evidence that the ferromagnetism originates
within the interfaces, and that its critical behavior is
dominated by ordering near the interfaces, comes from
the order parameter critical exponent β. Normally, in
three dimensions (D = 3), the bulk order parameter ex-
ponent would be close to a value 1/3, much less than the
mean field result β = 1/2. In the case of the ferromag-
netism seen in the bulk particles, β = 0.63±0.02 is clearly
greater than the mean field exponent. However, this
value is consistent with the exponent predicted by Binder
and Hohenberg for surface magnetic ordering, [37, 38]
which strongly suggests that the ferromagnetism is as-
sociated with the surfaces of the particles and interfaces
with impurity phases. Surface ordering is normally as-
sisted by and masked by the D = 3 bulk ordering. In
our case, while the surfaces order ferromagnetically, the
interior is dominated by the antiferromagnetic interac-
tions and never orders. This allows the ferromagnetic
signal to be readily observed, but begs the question of
how the surface ordering can take place. It is possible
that in the interface region, antiferromagnetic ordering
takes place but supports the ferromagnetism via canting
of the spins. Another possibility is that the antiferro-
magnetic interactions support the surface ordering even
though antiferromagnetic long-range ordering never takes
place.
The magnetization curves for w = 0.7, 0.8, 1.0 and
1.1 as a function of the applied field at temperatures
T = 90, 70, and 40 K are shown in Figs. 10, 11 and
12, respectively (note that different figures have differ-
FIG. 11: M vs H for w = 1.1, 1.0, 0.8 and 0.7 at T = 70 K
in an applied field −5 < H < 5 kOe.
FIG. 12: M vs H for w = 1.1, 1.0, 0.8 and 0.7 at T = 40 K
in an applied field −5 < H < 5 kOe.
ent vertical scales). Figure 13 shows similar data for
w = 0.7 and 1.1 at T = 10 K. Figure 14 shows data
for w = 0.9 and 1.0 at T = 5 K over an applied field
of −60 < H < 60 kOe. The samples were ZFC to the
measurement temperatures. The initial rise from H = 0
to the maximum field is not shown in order to increase
the clarity of the plots. The values of M(H = 0) and
H(M = 0) are given in Table IV.
At 90 K, all of the samples show a nearly linear re-
sponse with little hysteresis, as would be expected above
TC . The hysteresis is more significant for w = 0.7 and
0.8 at H = 0, consistent with the larger ferromagnetic
moment below TC in these samples. The magnetization
at H = 5 kOe increases by about 4.5 emu/mol as w de-
creases from 1.1 to 0.7, also consistent with a larger fer-
romagnetic moment as the amount of Co3O4 increases.
At T = 70 K, well below TC , all samples show signifi-
cant hysteresis (Fig. 11), while the coercive field H(M =
0) and the remanent magnetization M(H = 0) increase
with the concentration of Co3O4, as shown in Table IV.
The samples with w = 1.0 and 1.1 show a smaller net
magnetization at H = 5 kOe compared to the values at
T = 90 K. In contrast, for w = 0.8 and 0.7, the mag-
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FIG. 13: M vs H for w = 1.1 and 0.7 at T = 10 K in an
applied field −5 < H < 5 kOe. Inset shows the hysteresis for
near H = 0.
FIG. 14: M vs H for w = 1.0 and 0.9 at T = 5 K in an
applied field −60 < H < 60 kOe. Inset shows the behavior
near H = 0 more clearly.
TABLE IV: Values for M(H = 0) and H(M = 0) for the M
vs H plots shown in Figs. 10 - 14. The + and - subscripts
indicate whether the value was taken as H was decreased
from its highest value (+) or increased from its lowest value
(-). M is in emu/mol and H is in Oe.
T (K) w M+(H = 0) M−(H = 0) H+(M = 0) H−(M = 0)
5 0.9 8.11 -8.14 1210 -1170
1.0 3.25 -3.16 500 -410
10 0.7 4.36 -3.67 520 -620
1.1 0.76 -0.45 190 -230
40 0.7 12.9 -12.1 2140 -2170
0.8 8.83 -8.51 2020 -1940
1.0 3.75 -1.95 670 -1130
1.1 1.53 -1.49 740 -540
70 0.7 7.74 -7.65 820 -810
0.8 5.28 -5.28 730 -730
1.0 1.69 -1.67 330 -330
1.1 0.77 -0.78 180 -180
90 0.7 0.18 -0.20 19 -17
0.8 0.09 -0.12 13 -11
1.0 0.07 -0.08 13 -12
1.1 0.02 -0.018 3.6 -3.8
netization at H = 5 kOe is larger than the values at
T = 90 K.
For T = 40 K, all of the samples exhibit hysteresis
(Fig. 12) loops with a much greater enclosed area than
for T = 70 and 90 K. The hysteresis loops extend to the
maximum field applied, |H| = 5 kOe. The magnetization
at 5 kOe is smaller than at higher temperatures for all
samples. The difference in M between samples at H =
5 kOe is much greater at T = 40 K than at the higher
temperatures, mainly a consequence of the decrease in
M/H for the samples with less Co3O4 and the increase
for those with more Co3O4.
At T = 10 K, hysteresis persists to H = 5 kOe for
both w = 0.7 and 1.1 (Fig. 13). However, the remanent
magnetization in both cases is smaller relative to that at
the higher temperatures: M(H = 0) of w = 1.1 is half
of its value at 40 K, and that of w = 0.7 is one third of
its value at 40 K. Neither sample shows a tendency to
saturate for H < 5 kOe.
It is clear from Table IV that the hysteresis loops in-
crease as T decreases from T = 90 to 40 K, as one might
expect as the ferromagnetic long-range order increases.
However, it is unusual that the hysteresis then strongly
decreases as T is reduced to 10 K. This is consistent with
the behavior of M/H vs T in Fig. 7, where the ferromag-
netism drops below the power law for T < 40 K.
The hysteresis in M vs H at T = 5 K was mea-
sured for w = 1.0 and 0.9 for −60 ≤ H ≤ 60 kOe.
The w = 1.0 sample appears to be approaching satu-
ration at high fields (Fig. 14), and M(H = 60 kOe) is
89.3 emu/mol. The hysteresis becomes negligible at 40
kOe and the remanent magnetization is only about 0.2
emu/mol larger than that in the sample at 40 K. The
w = 0.9 sample does not appear to be saturating at 60
kOe, and M(H = 60 kOe) is 133 emu/mol. Although the
remanent field is larger in this sample than in the w =
1.0 sample (8.1 emu/mol as compared to 3.3 emu/mol),
the hysteresis is also nearly gone at 40 kOe. These data
suggest that there are more ferromagnetically interact-
ing moments available in the w = 0.9 sample relative to
the 1.0 one, which is consistent with the larger interface
region that accompanies the higher Co3O4 content.
Discussion
As can clearly be seen in Fig. 5 and 7, ferromagnetic
long-range order is present for all w at low fields. From
Fig. 9, it is clear that the magnitude of the ferromagnetic
power law contribution increases linearly with the weight
percentage of Co3O4. For all samples, this ferromagnetic
contribution is well-fit by the exponent β = 0.63 near TC ,
strongly indicating surface/interface magnetism. [37, 38]
Hence, the magnetic data are well modeled with ferro-
magnetic long-range order occuring primarily at the in-
terfaces of LCO and Co3O4.
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At high fields, where the ferromagnetic long-range or-
der is weak, the antiferromagnetic behavior dominates, as
can be seen from Fig. 6 and 8 and Table III. The gentle
increase in H/M just below TC for H = 5000 Oe indi-
cates that the antiferromagnetic correlations are increas-
ing, as expected from the Curie-Weiss fit for T ≥ 170 K
yielding θCW = 182 K. However, there is no indication of
a sharp phase transition to long-range antiferromagnetic
order. Instead, H/M vs T shows a very broad peak near
T = 30 K. The decrease in H/M below this temperature
appears to indicate a weakening of the antiferromagnetic
correlations. In general, antiferromagnetic behavior be-
comes more apparent in the magnetization plots as the
Co3O4 amount decreases - this is even more obvious in
the single crystal data of Yan et al, [39] where M/H
shows a steep dropoff for T < TC . Single crystals likely
contain very little Co3O4 due to the synthesis process.
At T = 0, the extrapolated value of H/M is near the
extrapolated value from the Curie-Weiss fit for 170 <
T < 300 K. Although possibly coincidental, this may
suggest that the antiferromagnetic correlations at T = 0
are insignificant, because the high T Curie-Weiss behav-
ior only holds where correlations between spins are in-
significant. The lack of a transition to antiferromagnetic
long-range order and the possibility of negligible antifer-
romagnetic correlations at T = 0 suggest that the anti-
ferromagnetic interactions are frustrated at low T .
The experimental data and the fits performed on the
magnetization plots show that there exists both ferro-
magnetic long-range ordering and antiferromagnetic cor-
relations in LawCoO3. The fits to the behavior shown in
Fig. 8 and Table III indicate that the ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic behaviors do not interact significantly.
These findings are consistent with data from other stud-
ies [25, 39–41]; what remains unclear, however, is the
microscopic origin of these behaviors.
Thin film studies [16, 18, 40] have suggested that LCO
thin films grown on certain substrates exhibit ferromag-
netic long-range order, in particular when the substrate
induces tensile stress at the interface with LCO. Sterbin-
sky et al reported that a 20 nm film of LCO deposited on
a SrTiO3 (STO) substrate had a significantly elongated
in-plane Co-O bond length and a shortened out-of-plane
bond length compared to the bulk value. [18] They esti-
mated Co-O-Co angles of 168◦ and 159◦ for the in- and
out-of- plane bond lengths, respectively. Another thin
film study by Fuchs et al connected structural distor-
tions to the presence of ferromagnetic order, estimating
that the Co-O-Co angle above which there can be fer-
romagnetism is approximately 160◦. [16, 40] All of our
data show Co-O-Co angles well above this value, with
the minimum angle seen at 162.8◦.
Knizek et al, in a more localized spin-state approach,
discussed how the strong hybridization between the Co
eg states and the O p states might lead to the presence of
spins in the nominally higher energy magnetic state. [42]
This hybridization corresponds to a larger Co-O-Co an-
gle, a longer Co-O bond length, and a lower amount of
rhombohedral distortion (smaller δy). Lee and Harmon,
using an extended state GGA calculation, found that for
δy = 0.052 the magnetic state is only 3.2 meV/Co higher
in energy than a nonmagnetic state. [13] They suggested
that even small distortions in the lattice or thermal en-
ergy could be enough to allow a magnetic state. As δy
decreases, the minimum in the energy plot shifts to favor
a magnetic state more strongly. Seo et al found in their
theoretical calculations that tensile stress can induce fer-
romagnetically interacting spins on some Co ions at the
film/substrate interface. [15] The importance of tensile
stress in inducing long-range ferromagnetic order is most
convincingly demonstrated by the spintronic device dis-
cussed in Hu et al. [20] By growing a thin film of LCO on
a substrate of SrTiO3, the piezoelectric property of the
substrate can be used to apply tensile stress to the LCO
film to induce ferromagnetism.
It is clear from these studies that the rhombohedral
distortion and tensile stress play crucial roles in the mag-
netic behavior of LCO. In our particles, the near propor-
tionality of the amount of Co3O4 and the strength of the
ferromagnetic ordering, as well as the 2D nature of the
critical exponent, strongly suggest that ferromagnetism
is associated with the interface regions and these regions
are a source of tensile strain. The extensive work per-
formed by Yan et al on one sample of LCO with different
surface areas ranging from a single crystal to nano-sized
powder demonstrated that the surface of LCO can also
be a source of tensile strain and ferromagnetic long-range
order. [39]
A comprehensive model of the magnetic behavior in
LCO must account for the phenomena discussed above,
namely the surface/interface ferromagnetism and the un-
usual temperature dependence of the antiferromagnetic
correlations, including the apparent weakening of these
correlations below a certain temperature.
Although the ferromagnetic ordering is associated with
the interface region, it may well propagate into the LCO
particles to a significant depth. Fuchs et al found that
highly stressed LCO films exhibited a decreasing ferro-
magnetic order to depths of 100 nm when deposited on
(LaAlO3)0.3(SrAl0.5Ta0.5O3)0.7 (LSAT) substrates. [40]
Other experiments indicate ferromagnetism persisting for
20 to 30 nm into LCO [18, 20], while experiments on
nanoparticle LCO suggest it is in the range of 20 -
100 nm.[43, 44] Based on these studies, we roughly es-
timate that ferromagnetism penetrates our particles to a
depth of 20 to 100 nm.
A significant part of the bulk samples exhibit para-
magnetism with net antiferromagnetic interactions but
with no antiferromagnetic long-range order down to our
lowest measuring temperature, T = 5 K. Furthermore,
the correlations appear to diminish as T decreases be-
low 30 K. Calculations indicate that δy correlates with
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the magnetic state and suggest the existence of a criti-
cal value near δ = 0.052, [13] very close to the critical
value δy = 0.053 found for w = 1.0. This critical value
is achieved just below T0. Just above it, δy and all other
lattice parameters exhibit a power law behavior in T−T0,
which has been said to indicate a phase transition. [17]
To address all of these phenomena we consider a core-
interface model consisting of two regions, not necessarily
sharply delineated or having boundaries that are temper-
ature independent. The model addresses all of the ob-
served behaviors listed above. The core region describes
the particle interiors far from surfaces and interfaces with
Co3O4, while the interface region consists of LCO in
close proximity to the surfaces and interfaces. The sur-
faces and interfaces impose tensile strain throughout the
latter region. Particles with fewer surfaces, fewer defects
that act like surfaces, and fewer interfaces with impurity
phases will have relatively small amounts of the interface
region and more core region. Note that the model does
not address the details of the interactions, which we be-
lieve are better addressed by band structure calculations
and experiments such as x-ray absorption and are thus
beyond the scope of this paper.
We first discuss the interface region. The LCO mate-
rial near the surfaces and interfaces is strained in a man-
ner similar to that in the thin films [16, 40] and nanopar-
ticles [44] in previous studies, all of which exhibit a fer-
romagnetic transition at TC ≈ 90 K. The particle size
in our bulk materials is essentially the same throughout
all of the samples, as indicated by the identical synthe-
sis methods and by the lack of variation in peak width
for the neutron and x-ray scattering data. The varia-
tion in the amount of ferromagnetism must therefore be
due to Co3O4 in the samples, the crystallites of which
form interfaces with the LCO during synthesis. Co3O4
is an antiferromagnetic material with TN ≈ 40 K [23],
far removed from the LCO TC . Hence, it is the struc-
tural strain and not the magnetic ordering of the Co3O4
that enhances the ferromagnetism in LCO, in the same
manner as a particle surface or a thin film substrate
F˙urthermore, the tensile strain in the interface region
must extend into the LCO bulk, much like the strain
from a substrate extends into the LCO thin film. Given
the significant thermal expansion of LCO (as seen in the
lattice parameters, Co-O-Co angle, and δy), the extent
of this strain may be affected by the contraction of the
lattice as the material cools; LCO bulk material in be-
tween the core and interface regions likely experiences
a variation in strain with temperature which results in
changing magnetic correlations.
In contrast to the interface region, the core region is
dominated by antiferromagnetic interactions, but never
exhibits long-range order. These interactions are strongly
affected by the lattice contraction with temperature, as
can be seen with the rhombohedral distortion parameter.
δy increases with a power law behavior as T decreases,
until a critical value of δy between 0.051 and 0.053 is
reached at T0 ≈ 40 K. Below T0, the change is δy is rel-
atively small. The transition is observed for all values of
w studied, although the average δy is smaller for larger
Co3O4 concentrations. Keeping in mind that the values
for these lattice parameters are averaged over the entire
particle, the variation in the low T value of δy across sam-
ples can be attributed to the rhombohedral distortion in
the interface region remaining smaller than in the core re-
gion as a possible consequence of tensile strain. As such,
only the core material will reach the critical value of δy,
at which a magnetic state is not energetically favorable.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have shown that the LaCoO3 phase is
robust even in the presence of non-stoichiometric starting
materials, and that it is unlikely that significant amounts
of La-deficient unit cells are forming. Instead, the excess
Co3O4 introduced remains in the sample in crystalline
form and allows for LCO/Co3O4 interfaces to form.
We introduce an interface-core model as a novel ratio-
nalization for the magnetic behavior in bulk LawCoO3.
The core LCO material far from the interfaces is para-
magnetic with antiferromagnetic correlations, and does
not order despite a large Curie temperature; this is due
at least in part to a shift into a non-magnetic state as
a result of the system reaching a critical value of δy as
T decreases. However, the LCO material near the sur-
faces and interfaces with Co3O4 experiences tensile strain
- this region is thus prevented from reaching the critical
value of δy, and in fact exhibits ferromagnetic order with
TC ≈ 90 K, consistent with the findings of thin film stud-
ies. Studies such as band structure calculations and x-
ray absorption experiments are needed to further address
the magnetic correlations in the core regions above and
below To, as well as the strain mechanism for inducing
ferromagnetic long-range order in the interface regions
We also present a phenomenological model for the
magnetization of LawCoO3 which is consistent with the
behavior over a range 20 Oe ≤ H ≤ 5 kOe, and which
also fits the inverse magnetization. By modifying Curie-
Weiss behavior with a sigmoid, and by including a fer-
romagnetic power-law behavior with an exponent indi-
cating surface magnetism, we show that the system pos-
sesses both antiferromagnetic correlations and ferromag-
netic order. Further calculations will ideally simplify the
mathematical model and further elucidate the origin of
the sigmoid-type behavior.
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